It is, of course, possible that Aristarchus has got his interpretation wrong. We do have evidence that in antiquity the distinction between eÒ to´v 'in vain' and eÒ to´v 'true' was not always clear. 7 However, it is hardly an attractive hypothesis to say that the greatest 4 Cf. Plut. 1166a; The wrong ouÒ k a Ò lhqw v, ouÒ k eÒ tew v occur in Sch. vet. Ar. Plut. 404b, while both meanings, the correct one (ouÒ mataí wv, ouÒ k a Ò lo´gwv) and the false one (ouÒ k a Ò lhqw v), are to be found in Hsch. o 1703, Suda o 889. None of these glosses, however, mentions Aristarchus. 6 Cf. L. Cohn, 'Untersuchungen über die Quellen der Plato-Scholien', Jahrbücher für classische Philologie, Suppl. 13 (1884), 773 -864 at 803. 7 For example, Sch. A Il. 18.410d and EGen. A(e 2 ) B s.v. eÒ tẃ sion ffi EM 387.30 contain two fragments by Philoxenus ( frr. 578 and 491 Theodoridis), according to whom eÒ to´v, meaning aÒ lhqh v, is derived by antiphrasis from eÒ tẃ siov 'vain '. of the Alexandrian grammarians has made a simple semantic error. It is more likely that the fault lies not with Aristarchus, but with the transmission of his 'fragment'. Evidence for such a corruption may lie in a gloss in the lexicon of Photius, which offers a different 'translation' of the phrase: Phot., s.v. ouÒ k eÒ to´v (2.37 Naber). ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv hÕ ouÒ má thn
. para`to`eÒ tẃ sion, oÓ eÒ sti ma´taion . oi Ö de`ouÒ k a Ò lo´gwv.
Phot., s.v. ouÒ k eÒ to´v ('not without reason'), 'not unreasonably' or 'not in vain': from eÒ tẃ sion ('fruitless'), which means 'vain'; others, instead, (understand it as) 'not irrationally'.
Photius does not quote Aristarchus or any other grammarian, but his gloss is correct: for here ouÒ k eÒ to´v 'not in vain' is glossed with ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv 'not unreasonably', 'not without reason'. Sch. Pl. Resp. 568A and Phot., s.v. ouÒ k eÒ to´v, are very similar to each other, but only Photius has the right 'translation' a Ò peiko´twv, instead of ei Ò ko´twv in the Platonic scholium and the Etymologicum Genuinum. The corruption of a Ò peiko´twv into ei Ò ko´twv is easy to explain: it is just a question of dropping the first syllable of the word. The Byzantine lexica, moreover, are characterized by a wide usage of abbreviations for preverbs, which may have made aÒ p(o)-even more prone to omission. In addition, the double negative ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv may have been a source of confusion. Notwithstanding the frequency of double negatives in Greek, people would be more familiar with the phrases ouÒ k ei Ò ko´v or ouÒ k ei Ò ko´twv, whereas ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv would be a rarer form of expression. It thus seems plausible to ascribe a Ò peiko´twv to Aristarchus, who correctly interpreted the Attic ouÒ k eÒ to´v, 'not without reason', and glossed it accurately with ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv 'not unreasonably'.
The Etymologicum Genuinum gives another piece of information about Aristarchus: a Ò naginẃ skei ouÒ k eÒ to´v kw Ö vl ouÒ k eÒ mo´v. This note seems to hint at the accent: Aristarchus read ouÒ k eÒ to´v with oxytone eÒ to´v, by analogy with eÒ mo´v. Though the analogical parallel is not straightforward, as there is not much in common between the adverb eÒ to´v and the possessive eÒ mo´v, there is no other obvious way to read this parallel. Aristarchus was thus proposing to read eÒ to´v as an oxytone word, a clarification that implies the existence of another variant.
Indeed, an alternative reading eÒ tw v, with omega and circumflex accent, has left traces in our sources: it is a variant added by scribe A at Sch. Pl. Resp. 568A (quoted above), and recurs again in the Suda:
Suda o 888 ouÒ k eÒ tw v: ouÒ k ei Ò ko´twv, hÕ ouÒ má thn . para`to`eÒ tẃ sion, oÓ eÒ sti má taion . ouÒ k a Ò lo´gwv. "ristofa´nhv (Plut. 1166 -7) . "ouÒ k eÒ tw v a Ó pantev oi Ö dika´zontev qama`/speu´dousin eÒ pì polloi˜v gegra´fqai gra´mmasin".
Suda o 888 ouÒ k eÒ tw v: 'not reasonably' or 'not in vain'; from eÒ tẃ sion ('fruitless'), which means 'vain'; 'not without reason'. Aristophanes (Plut. 1166 -7): 'Not without reason [but: ouÒ k eÒ tw v!] all the jurymen so eagerly/try to get entered for many tribunals'.
The same mistaken interpretation ouÒ k ei Ò ko´twv is referred this time to the lemma ouÒ k eÒ tw v, which is also the reading (metrically and semantically impossible) in the quotation from Aristophanes' Plutus.
We can thus suppose that Aristarchus was commenting on a passage which presented two different readings, very similar in sound: ouÒ k eÒ tw v, with omega and circumflex accent (not attested elsewhere), and ouÒ k eÒ to´v, with omicron and acute accent. He decided that the correct version was the latter and in order to support his reading quoted the analogous ouÒ k eÒ mo´v. Now, which text was Aristarchus correcting and commenting on? We might suppose that he was commenting on Ar. Plut. 1166, as quoted in the Suda: he was correctly interpreting the expression as meaning 'not without reason' (ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv) and, moreover, wanted to emend the transmitted text, which had the wrong ouÒ k eÒ tw v, into the correct ouÒ k eÒ to´v.
But there is another, more plausible possibility. For in several ways our sources seem to suggest that Aristarchus referred to Plato and not to Aristophanes. First of all, in the manuscript tradition of Aristophanes a variant ouÒ k eÒ tw v is never attested in any of the passages where ouÒ k eÒ to´v occurs (these are much more numerous than in Plato). 8 The only instance is the quotation in the Suda. Moreover, none of the many Aristophanic scholia analysing the lemma ouÒ k eÒ to´v 9 has the Aristarchean gloss ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv, nor the incorrect ouÒ k ei Ò ko´twv, as found in the Etymologicum Genuinum. On the other hand, in the two passages from the Republic where ouÒ k eÒ to´v occurs (Resp. 414E7 and 568A8, the only two occurrences of the expression in Plato), ouÒ k eÒ tw v is attested as a manuscript variant.
10 ouÒ k eÒ tw v also recurs as a variant in the scholium to Pl. Resp. 568A, as we have already seen.
But there is more. All the main sources that we have analysed (EGen. s.v. ouÒ k eÒ to´v; Sch. Pl. Resp. 568A; Phot., s.v. ouÒ k eÒ to´v; Suda o 888) are very similar to each other. The glosses ouÒ k eÒ tẃ sion and ouÒ má thn recur in all four sources, while the error ouÒ k ei Ò ko´twv for ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv is shared by the Suda, the Etymologicum Genuinum, and the Platonic scholium against Photius, which is the oldest among our preserved sources. Moreover, the first part of the Suda's gloss (ouÒ k eÒ tw v . ouÒ k ei Ò ko´twv, h Õ ouÒ má thn . para`to`eÒ tẃ sion, oÓ eÒ sti má taion . ouÒ k a Ò lo´gwv) is very similar to Photius: ouÒ k eÒ to´v . ouÒ k a Ò peiko´twv h Õ ouÒ má thn . para`to`eÒ tẃ sion, oÓ eÒ sti má taion . oi Ö de`ouÒ k a Ò lo´gwv. As in many other glosses like this, which recur identically in the Suda and Photius, the common source is the so-called erweiterte Sunagwgh , a collection of difficult words that forms the basis of many Byzantine lexica. Among the main sources for the Sunagwgh´were two Platonic lexica, one by Boethus and the other by Timaeus. This erweiterte Sunagwgh , via Photius, is the source of the Etymologicum Genuinum.
11 We can thus suppose that the Platonic entry ouÒ k eÒ to´v passed from the Platonic lexica of Boethus and Timaeus to the erweiterte Sunagwgh and that from there it arrived with many corruptions in the Suda, 12 Photius, the Etymologicum Genuinum, and, on the other hand, the scholium to Plato. To this evidence we can add that one of the Platonic lexica mentioned above, that of Timaeus, is still extant and does indeed have this entry, though highly corrupted: Tim. Lex. Plat. 167, 13 8 See the references listed on page 2. 9 Included in the list at n. 5 12 The Suda added to this the quotation from Aristophanes. The addition of external material, especially quotations from classical sources (in particular Aristophanes), is a peculiarity of the Suda.
13 Ed. G. A. Koch (Leipzig, 1828).
ouÒ k eØ twv . ouÒ k eÒ twsi´wv, where the lemma was already emended by the editor into ouÒ k eÒ to´v.
To conclude: it is Plato and not Aristophanes to whom all our sources point. Aristarchus does indeed seem to have worked on the Platonic text. In this passage from the Republic he suggested an emendation and gave an interpretation in order to clarify an expression that was probably not clear. The fact that the passages commented on come from the Republic is also significant, and will be discussed further below.
We come now to the second fragment, which recurs in three sets of sources: the Etymologica (EGen. AB s.v. hÑ dÒ oÓ v ffi EM 416.31); Photius and the Suda; and a minor lexicon to Plato (Ps.-Did. Lex. Plat. 399). This time the common source of all these glosses is probably the Platonic lexicon of Boethus, 14 and, since the Suda and Photius preserve a better text, we shall limit ourselves to them:
. "rí starcov de`to`me`n h Ñ dÒ o× v a Ò ntì tou˜eØ fh de`oÓ v, to`de`hÑ n dÒ eÒ gẃ , eØ fhn eÒ gẃ . to`de`h Ñ tw n a Ò rcaí wn eØ fh ei Ñ nai lexeidí wn, Ó Omhron de`ouÒ katà pá nta crh˜sqai auÒ tw ¼˜, ouÒ de`schmati´zein a Ò pÒ auÒ tou˜to`aÒ ná logon {me´n}, w Ö v o Ó tan lo´gou teleuth`n shmaí n} . 'hÑ kaì kuane´}sin eÒ p' oÒ fru´siÒ (Il. 1.528). kaì Ö hÑ kaì eÒ pÒ Ò Antino´w ¼ Ò (Od. 22.8) . tou`v de`meqÒ Ó Omhron aÒ diafo´rwv auÒ to`ta´ssein.
1. hÑ : hÕ semper g z, corr. Porson 2 hÑ n dÒ eÒ gẃ : dÒ Su. et EGen.; cf. Plat.: de`g z 4 eØ fhn eÒ gẃ : eØ fhn dÒ eÒ gẃ coniecerat Porson j to`de`hÑ : h˜z g 5 me´n del. Bernhardy, oblocutus est Ludwich, RhM 41, 1886, 439, n. 11, qui me`n w Ö v ex mo´nwv depravata esse coniecit 6 hÑ kaì eÒ pÒ "ntino´w ¼ Porson: hÒ ke eÒ pantino´w g: hÑ k epantino´w z
Phot. h 51 ffi Suda h 100 hÑ dÒ oÓ vÒ : Eratosthenes (says that hÑ dÒ oÓ v is used) in the sense of eØ fh de`oÓ v ('he said'); [. . .] and hÑ (is used) in the sense of eØ fh ('said'); ' "So we will wait", said Glaucon' (Pl. Resp. 1.327B), and 'said I' (Pl. Resp. 1.327C) (is used) in the sense of eØ fhn eÒ gẃ ('I said').
[. . .]. Aristarchus (says that) hÑ dÒ oÓ v (is used) in the sense of eØ fh de`oÓ v ('he said') and hÑ n dÒ eÒ gẃ (in the sense of) eØ fhn eÒ gẃ ('I said'). And he said that hÑ is an archaic word and that Homer does not use it everywhere, nor does he construct a whole paradigm from this form according to the analogy, as (he uses it only) when it indicates the end of a speech: '(So the son of Cronus) spoke, and (bowed) his dark brow (in assent)' (Il. 1.528) and 'Odysseus spoke, and (aimed a bitter arrow) at Antinous' (Od. 22.8); (Aristarchus says that) on the other hand the authors after Homer use hÑ syntactically without discrimination.
The question concerns the expression h Ñ dÒ oÓ v 'he said', which is absent from Homer but typical of Attic. 15 Together with the parallel expression for the first-person singular h Ñ n dÒ eÒ gẃ 'I said', it is often used in comedy 16 and even more by Plato, who uses it frequently in his dialogues.
17 I shall not go through all the different interpretations that ancient exegetes, whose opinions are preserved in the gloss of the Etymologicum Genuinum, gave of this expression.
18 Instead I shall focus on Aristarchus, according to whom h Ñ dÒ oÓ v was equivalent to eØ fh de`oÓ v (where oÓ v has the meaning of a demonstrative and not of a relative pronoun), and h Ñ n dÒ eÒ gẃ to eØ fhn eÒ gẃ . 14 The same interpretation had already been given by Aristarchus' predecessor Eratosthenes. 19 Aristarchus also noticed that the form h Ñ was an archaic expression: it was present in Homer, who used it only to mark the end of direct speech, but never to introduce it. However, it is clear that Aristarchus is commenting here not on a Homeric but on a Platonic expression; he was actually translating it into more 'modern' Attic. In theory, we might suppose that the reference to this Attic and Platonic expression was included by Aristarchus in his Homeric commentary, but, as we have already found some evidence for a Platonic commentary, it might be fruitful to continue with the latter hypothesis.
In the glosses we see that Aristarchus analyses first hÑ dÒ oÓ v and then hÑ n dÒ eÒ gẃ (. . . Ò Arí starcov de`to`me`n h Ñ dÒ o× v a Ò ntì tou˜eØ fh de`oÓ v, to`de`h Ñ n dÒ eÒ gẁ eØ fhn eÒ gẃ ). This order ( first the third person, followed by the first) is certainly not the most obvious. But if we suppose that the analysis occurred in a commentary on Plato, it is likely that Aristarchus dwelt on and analysed the two expressions when he first encountered them. For in running commentaries, the exegete normally dwells on the first occurrence of expressions or words that need explanation. He does not normally repeat his note when he finds the same expressions later in the same text.
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Photius and the Suda quote two passages from the Republic: "a Ò lla`perimenou˜men, hÑ dÒ o× v oÖ Glau´kwn" (Pl. Resp. 1.327B8). kaì "hÑ n dÒ eÒ gẃ " (Pl. Resp. 1.327C6, 10), aÒ ntì touẽ Ø fhn de`eÒ gẃ . These are the first occurrences of these expressions in the Republic. We can thus suppose that Aristarchus was commenting on this text, where he met the expressions in that order. He wrote some comments on them, glossing them and tracing a comparison with his beloved Homer, something which would be particularly natural to him. All this evidence seems to confirm what we already knew of Platonic scholarship in Alexandria. Diogenes Laertius (3.61) informs us that Aristophanes of Byzantium, Aristarchus' predecessor, had ordered Plato's work into trilogies instead of tetralogies:
Diog. Laert. 3.61: eØ nioi de´, w F n eÒ sti kaì "ristofa´nhv oÖ grammatiko´v, ei Ò v trilogi´av eÓ lkousi tou`v dialo´gouv, kaì prẃ thn me`n tiqe´asin h Fv h Ö geĩ tai Politei´a, Tí maiov, Krití av . deute´ran Sofisth´v, Politiko´v, Kratu´lov . trí thn No´moi, Mí nwv, Ò Epinomí v . teta´rthn Qeaí thtov, EuÒ qu´frwn, Ò Apologi´a . pe´mpthn Kri´twn, Faí dwn, Ò Epistolaí . ta`dÒ aØ lla kaqÒ e× n kaì aÒ tá ktwv.
Diog. Laert. 3.61: Some, Aristophanes the grammarian among them, arrange the dialogues into trilogies. They have the first trilogy consisting of the Republic, the Timaeus, and the Critias; the second consisting of the Sophist, the Statesman, and the Cratylus; the third consisting of the Laws, Minos, and Epinomis; the fourth consisting of the Theaetetus, the Euthyphro, and the Apology; the fifth consisting of the Crito, the Phaedo, and the Epistles. The rest consist of separate texts, without any arrangement.
According to this arrangement, there were five trilogies for a total of fifteen Platonic works that corresponded (apart from the Clitopho) to the works contained in the first, second, eighth, and ninth tetralogies, as shown in Table 1 . The rest of Plato's works, 19 According to EGen. and EM 416.31, however, Eratosthenes glossed hÑ dÒ oÓ v with eØ fh deò u Ftov ('this man said'). Cf. C. Strecker, De Lycophrone, Euphronio, Eratosthene comicorum interpretibus (diss. Greifswald, 1884), 39-40; G. Bernhardy, Eratosthenica (Berlin, 1822), 217-18. 20 That is why the bulk of learned notes in ancient commentaries concern the very beginning of the work commented on and become fewer and fewer in the course of the commentary.
on the other hand, were kaqÒ e× n kaì aÒ tá ktwv: not arranged into any collection and edited as separate texts.
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According to Diogenes Laertius, the first trilogy opened with the Republic. This seems to confirm our hypothesis. If Aristarchus did work on Plato, he would have analysed the first occurrence of a common and typical Platonic expression such as h Ñ dÒ Óov at its very first occurrence in the corpus. And this passage from the Republic (1.327B8) with hÑ dÒ o× v o Ö Glau´kwn, is indeed the first occurrence of this pervasive Platonic expression under the arrangement into trilogies provided by Aristophanes of Byzantium. It is tempting, therefore, to imagine Aristarchus commenting on Plato and using the edition prepared by his predecessor Aristophanes. In his work on Homer too, Aristarchus used Aristophanes' edition when he wrote his first commentary.
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That the text of Plato was the object of exegetical activity can also be seen from the famous list of critical signs used in the Platonic corpus as preserved again by Diogenes Laertius:
Diog. Laert. 3.65: eÒ peì de`kaì shmeĩ a´tina toi˜v biblí oiv auÒ tou˜paratí qentai, fe´re kaì peri`tou´twn ti ei Ø pwmen. cĩ lamba´netai pro`v tà v le´xeiv kaì ta`sch´mata kaì oÓ lwv th`n Platwnikh`n sunh´qeian . diplh˜pro`v tà do´gmata kaì ta`aÒ re´skonta Plá twni . cĩ periestigme´non pro`v tà v eÒ kloga`v kaì kalligrafí av . diplh˜periestigme´nh pro`v tà v eÒ ní wn diorqẃ seiv . oÒ belo`v periestigme´nov pro`v tà v ei Ò kaí ouv aÒ qeth´seiv . aÒ ntí sigma periestigme´non pro`v tà v dittà v crh´seiv kaì metaqe´seiv tw n grafw n . kerau´nion pro`v th n a Ò gwgh`n th v filosofi´av . aÒ steri´skov pro`v th n sumfwní an tw n dogma´twn . oÒ belo`v prò v th n a Ò qe´thsin.
Diog. Laert. 3.65: As certain critical signs are affixed to his works, I will now say something about them. The chi is used to mark expressions and figures of speech, and in general Platonic usage; the diplē is used to mark doctrines and ideas typical of Plato; the dotted chi is used to mark selected expressions and elegance of style: the dotted diplē is used to mark corrections suggested by editors; the dotted obelus is used to mark wrong athetēseis; the dotted antisigma is used to mark repetitions and transpositions; the ceraunium is used to mark the philosophical school; the asterisk is used to mark an agreement of doctrine; the obelus is used to mark an athetēsis. The same list also recurs in a Latin manuscript (the so-called Anecdotum Cavense).
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I shall not analyse these critical signs in detail, 25 but draw attention to two points. First: many of these signs are identical with those that Aristarchus used for Homer: the oÒ belo´v, the diplh˜, the aÒ nti´sigma, the a Ò sterí skov, and the diplh˜periestigme´nh. The other signs, the cĩ , the kerau´nion, 26 the oÒ belo`v periestigme´nov, the cĩ periestigme´non, and the aÒ ntí sigma periestigme´non, are different but seem to be created according to the same principles: there is a set of 'simple' signs (oÒ belo´v, diplh˜, cĩ , aÒ ntí sigma) and their 'dotted' counterparts. 27 The logic underlying this system is that of Aristarchus, who was also the first scholar to make the distinction between simple and dotted shmeĩ a. Moreover, although the Platonic signs are in part different from those used by 23 26 We have no evidence that Aristarchus used the chi and the ceraunium for Homer. They seem in any case to date back to the Alexandrians. The ceraunium was used by Aristophanes to comment on Od. 18.281 -3 (cf. Sch. H Od. 18.282), and it is possible that Aristophanes used the chi as well: cf. A. Gudeman, s.v. 'Kritische Zeichen', in RE 21.2 (Stuttgart, 1922), 1916 -27 at 1924 -5. 27 The asterisk and the ceraunium were apparently used only as simple signs, probably because an addition of dots would have been quite problematic (at least for the asterisk, already provided with four).
Aristarchus for Homer, in both authors the oÒ belo´v is used to mark passages considered spurious, the diplh periestigme´nh is a 'polemical' sign to mark disagreement with other critics, and the aÒ ntí sigma is used for transpositions. As for the new signs, they might have been invented for the commentary on Plato, whose text differed in many respects from that of Homer. We can thus suppose that it was commented on in a different way, with a fuller set of editorial marks.
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Secondly: the very existence of critical signs presupposes the existence of a commentary. 29 The names and usages of these Platonic signs are too evocative of Alexandrian scholarship not to suggest the existence of a sort of commentary on Plato by the time of Aristarchus, and indeed by his hand.
Aristarchus commented on Plato as a Homerist, not as a philosopher: he established the Platonic text through analogy (cf. ouÒ k eÒ to´v as ouÒ k eÒ mo´v) and noticed usages and Homeric echoes in Platonic diction (hÑ ). And this way of working, especially analogy and attention to the usage of an author, is perfectly in keeping with what we already know of Aristarchus' methodology and scholarship. This is a very attractive hypothesis. Until now we have had no evidence, besides PAmh. 2.12, that Aristarchus or other Alexandrian grammarians worked on prose authors. These two Platonic fragments, if my reconstruction is correct, give us a new insight into and a better understanding of Aristarchean activity, which was by no means limited to Homer or to poetry. Rather, it embraced prose of different kinds. His interest in Plato, an author who continually engaged with the work of Homer, is revealing and fits well with Aristarchus' interest in Herodotus, defined by the ancients as Ö Omhrikẃ tatov ([Longinus] Subl. 13.3). It is not a surprise that Herodotus and Plato were the very prose authors who attracted the attention of a Homeric scholar such as Aristarchus.
Moreover, these pieces of evidence preserved in the Byzantine lexica open up a new perspective on the textual history of another great classic. The problem of the ancient editions of Plato has been debated for a long time and by outstanding scholars. 30 Wilamowitz, Bickel, and Pasquali thought that the edition of Plato was prepared in the Academy by Arcesilaus. 31 Alline 32 and then 28 For a discussion of the similarity of these signs to those used by Aristarchus for Homer, see F. Solmsen, 'The Academic and the Alexandrian editions of Plato's works', ICS 6 (1981), 102-11 at 106-7. It is hard to accept the analysis of Alline, 'Aristophane de Byzance' (n. 25), who tries on the one hand to ascribe all of the signs to Aristophanes and on the other to undermine Aristarchus' contribution in this field. 29 Cf. E. G. Jachmann 33 were the most important supporters of the Alexandrian edition, putting great trust in the passage of Diogenes Laertius, while Wilamowitz, Pasquali, Pfeiffer, and Erbse denied the existence of the edition by Aristophanes and considered the arrangement into trilogies to be no more than a different way of cataloguing the works of Plato, 34 perhaps worked out by Aristophanes in his supplement to the Pinakes. 35 However, while we do not have any evidence of this Academic edition in our sources (an edition which everyone seems to believe in), we do have the evidence of Diogenes Laertius (at 3.61 and 3.65) for an Alexandrian ekdosis of Plato; there thus seems no reason to deny it.
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Thus it seems likely that, together with an Academic tradition which produced the Platonic edition by Arcesilaus, followed by the standard one arranged into tetralogies by Thrasyllus, the astronomer of Tiberius (cf. Diog. Laert. 3.56), 37 there was another 'grammatical' tradition, developed in Alexandria by Aristophanes and then Aristarchus. These scholars were interested in Plato not from a philosophical point of view, but from a philological one. They wanted to fix a good Platonic text (good in terms of language), to clarify Platonic expressions, and to study Platonic style. 38 The Alexandrians did not limit themselves to an edition of Plato; Aristarchus wrote a hypomnēma on Plato based on the edition of his predecessor Aristophanes. His main concern was grammatical and philological: Aristarchus clarified obscure expressions by 'translating' them into more accessible language, established Platonic usages, and chose between different readings.
Not much of this 'philological' Platonic scholarship has come down to us, apart from the evidence just discussed. We know of Ammonius, a pupil of Aristarchus, who wrote (cf. Sch. A Il. 9.540) a treatise Perì tw n u Ö po`Pla´twnov metenhnegme´nwn eÒ x Omh´rou, on the borrowings of Plato from Homer. The interest in Platonic diction compared with that of Homer is revealing of the kind of approach Alexandrian scholars had to Plato and, moreover, confirms what we have found about Aristarchus' work on Plato. In this case too, Aristarchus analysed a Platonic expression and compared it with the Homeric usage. More doubtful evidence is provided by POxy. 3219, which analyses Plato's work in terms of dramatic narrative 33 See Jachmann (n. 25), 331 -46, who denied the existence of the Academic edition by Arcesilaus (pp. 334, 341 -4, 345). Bickel (n. 31), 113, replied that the existence of the Alexandrian edition did not exclude an earlier Academic one; cf. also Carlini (n. 25), 22-3. 34 Wilamowitz (n. 30), 2.325: 'Aristophanes scheint kaum mehr getan zu haben, als an der älteren Ordnung Kritik zu üben'; Pasquali (n. 31), 264 -6; Pfeiffer (n. 2), 196-7; Erbse (n. 30), 219, 221.
35 Chroust (n. 30), 35, is more ambiguous: 'It is not unlikely, however, that these trilogies were part of Aristophanes' (and Aristarchus') attempt, promoted at Alexandria in general, to collate and edit what he considered the "best" or most representative literature of the past-a sort of "great books" program or anthology for a wider reading public.' 36 J. Barnes, 'The Hellenistic Platos', Apeiron 24 (1991), 115-28, denies any 'official' edition of Plato in Hellenistic times and concludes: '. . . there was no such beast as the Hellenistic Plato. For in truth, there were several texts of Plato, several versions of Plato's thoughts, several Hellenistic Platos' (128). This may well be true, but does not imply that there was no edition of Plato at Alexandria. 'An' Alexandrian Plato is not the same as 'the' Hellenistic Plato. 37 Although the arrangement into tetralogies is probably earlier than Thrasyllus, perhaps due to the Academy itself; cf. Carlini (n. 25), 24-7; Chroust (n. 30). 38 This reconstruction is, moreover, in keeping with the hypothesis of Tarrant (n. 21), 103-7, who maintains that Thrasyllus wanted to correct the 'trilogic' edition of Aristophanes, as this was not a 'philosophical' arrangement. using dramatic characters. 39 It has been claimed that this way of understanding Plato as a dramatist cannot be derived from the Academy, but is the Aristophanic, 'philological' view of the philosopher: the papyrus could therefore belong to the Aristophanic tradition. 40 Diogenes Laertius himself argues that some call the Platonic dialogues 'dramatic', and this is more of a literary classification than a philosophical one. 41 However, it must be noticed that the 'dramatic' character of Platonic dialogues is a feature also present in the tetralogic arrangement by Thrasyllus, as Diogenes Laertius maintains some lines later. 42 Even if we leave aside POxy. 3219, however, we now have some considerable evidence of the Alexandrian interest in Plato: the two passages of Diogenes Laertius, the mention of Ammonius' work Peri`tw n u Ö po`Pla´twnov metenhnegme´nwn eÒ x Ö Omh rou, and the two new fragments of Aristarchus. It is true that in our extant commentaries on Plato, such as those of Damascius, Olympiodorus, or Proclus, there is no mention of this kind of 'Alexandrian' scholarship, nor of Aristophanes of Byzantium, nor of Aristarchus. In the same way, in the commentary on the Republic by Proclus there are no hints of the problem of ouÒ k eÒ to´v, nor any discussion of the meaning of h Ñ dÒ oÓ v. This, however, does not contradict the 'Alexandrian hypothesis', since these commentaries are part of the other, 'philosophical' tradition, interested in the content and in the speculative aspects of the Platonic text, not in its linguistic and philological side. This lack of evidence in Platonic commentaries cannot therefore be used as proof against the existence of an edition of and a commentary on Plato at Alexandria.
It is easy to understand why the arrangement by tetralogies of the middle Academy, later reworked by Thrasyllus, was to become pre-eminent. Its philosophical approach and the fact that it was believed to be the 'original' arrangement as set up by Plato's own pupils made it popular and ultimately caused it to be recognized as 'the most Platonic arrangement'. The Academic school and its tetralogic edition, however, were not particularly interested in the Wortlaut or philological analysis of Plato, and this is further demonstrated by the fact that they included dialogues which were not by Plato but by his school, such as Alcibiades II, Theages, and Clitopho. 43 If an Alexandrian, 'philological' edition of Plato was once in existence and was lost, we should start asking what has been lost.
The evidence for an ancient Alexandrian edition of Plato, which did not replace the Academic edition but grew and developed in parallel with it until the Christian era, 44 is further strengthened by papyrological evidence, which presents a situation very similar to that of Homer. For the analysis of papyri containing Platonic text has shown that in antiquity a different tradition was circulating. There are only two papyri dating back to the Ptolemaic period (third century B.C.), one containing the Laches (PPetrie 2.50), the other the Phaedo (PPetrie 1.5 -8). 45 These show a text that is very different from our vulgate. This eccentric and 'wild' tradition seems to die out at the end of the Hellenistic period. Later papyri of the Roman age show a different text, more standardized and similar to the Platonic 'vulgate' present in our medieval manuscripts. 46 Perhaps this standardization in the tradition was the result of the Alexandrian edition, which established a standard text of Plato as it did of Homer. If this is the case, it would provide a very interesting parallel between the Homeric and Platonic traditions. On the one hand, the Alexandrian editions of these authors circulated outside the Museum and fixed a 'standard' text for both; on the other hand, the Aristophanic arrangement of Plato into trilogies and the Aristarchean commentaries on Homer and Plato did not enjoy any popularity. In the case of Plato, this is easily explained by at least two facts. First, the 'philosophical' approach to Plato was more appealing and interesting in late antiquity; this is even more understandable in Egypt and especially Alexandria, where the Alexandrian Neoplatonic school flourished and eventually influenced the way late antiquity and the following centuries perceived and read Plato. 47 Against this strong philosophical tradition the old, philological reading of Plato was doomed to be forgotten. 48 Second, Aristarchus' commentaries (on Homer as well as Plato) were not meant to reach a wide audience, and were used only in the library by other scholars. Their circulation was thus inevitably limited. However, whereas Aristarchean Homeric exegesis was saved for future generations, thanks to the work of Didymus and Aristonicus, and later Herodian and Nicanor (via the Viermännerkommentar), Aristarchus' Platonic work remained mainly locked up within the Museum, except for some poor fragments that we can recover from late and mainly unpublished lexica of the Byzantine period.
